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St.John’s Library

MCM Architects Inc. along with their consultants, Crosier Kilgour & Partners Ltd. (Structural) and MCW/AGE Consulting

Professional Engineers (Mechanical & Electrical) prepared this report for the City of Winnipeg.  The material contained

within the report reflects MCM Architects Inc. and their consultants best judgment in light of the information available to

them at the time of preparation. Any use which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance on or decisions to be

made based on it, are the responsibility of such third parties.  MCM Architects Inc. and their consultants accept no

liability for damage, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on this study.

Disclaimer
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St.John’s Library

Abstract

Accessibility and universal design were unheard of concepts back in 1915 when the existing St.John’s library was

constructed.  Even the building codes at the time of construction were a far cry from the standards required in todays

practice to provide a safe and universally accessible facility to all its occupant users.  An architectural and engineering

analysis of the current existing building will identify areas failing to meet the standards of today from both a universal

access and life safety standpoint.

From this analysis, further investigation and the development of two potentially viable options, an interior lift system with

an external ramp and a full elevator addition, will be presented as a means for providing safe and universal access into

and to all levels and areas of the existing library.  An assessment of the resulting impact the proposed accessible

development will have on the existing floor area, space programming and circulation patterns.  Probable budget costing

for each of the two options will assist the City of Winnipeg Library Services in determining which option most represents

a potential for pursuing accessibility and universal access within the existing St.John’s library.

0.4



St.John’s Library

Introduction

0.5

MCM Architects were retained by the City of Winnipeg to carry out a facility refurbishment study for the existing St.John’s

library to address and target specific concerns relative to current building codes, standards and practices for accessibil-

ity, universal access and life safety.

When the St.John’s library was constructed in 1915 the codes and standards did not take into account, nor were they

even present, to address the needs of accessibility and universal access.  With the focus of today on inclusion rather

than exclusion, there is a tremendous need to search out and implement solutions for accommodating universal access

in all public use buildings.

The City of Winnipeg has been proactive in its approach to explore and ultimately provide universal access for all

currently used and occupied buildings.  MCM Architects and our team of consultants will investigate, analyze and define

the existing St.John’s library building with a focus on identifying areas of concern relative to accessibility, universal

access and life safety with the ultimate intent of providing viable options, solutions and recommendations so as to

provide a safe, convenient and accessible environment for the surrounding community and its occupant users.

This study includes schematic design options which provide accessibility and universal access into and within all areas

on all levels, an analysis of the existing life safety systems and functional programming within the spaces as well as

identifying upgrades required to meet todays standards, codes and practices.



St.John’s Library

Scope of Work

0.6

In order to formulate an objective analysis regarding accessibility, universal access and life safety for the existing

St.John’s, MCM Architects has identified the following scope of work:

• Conduct a site visit with structural, mechanical and electrical engineers to identify existing background

information relevant to the project.

• Review of the existing building in respects to the 2010 National Building Code of Canada with the 2011

Manitoba Amendments and the 2010 City of Winnipeg Accessibility Design

Standards to confirm applicable building code and universal accessibility requirements.

• Discuss with representatives from the City of Winnipeg Library Services, library staff and City of Winnipeg

Heritage Services any concerns and / or ideas relative to the scope of work.

• Communicate the analysis and proposed options with schematic plans, written assessment of said plans,

including structural, mechanical and electrical requirements.

• Prepare presentation materials and take part in a community consultation - public review event to obtain

information from the general public and members of the Winnipeg Library Foundation and Winnipeg Public

Library Board.

• Develop the scope of work necessary to further develop and ultimately construct the proposed options.

• Prepare cost estimates for the proposed options as presented within the report.



St.John’s Library

Approach

0.7

As part of our analysis MCM visited the site on February 24, 2012 and March 16, 2012 to familiarize ourselves with the

existing building and gain a better understanding of the current conditions regarding accessibility, universal access and

life safety.

Analysis of the existing building as well as proposed schematic design development adhered to recommendations from

The City of Winnipeg Library Services, codes and standards identified within the 2010 City of Winnipeg Accessibility

Design Standards and the 2010 National Building Code of Canada with the 2011 Manitoba Amendments.  Where codes

and standards overlapped between the two noted documents, the most stringent standard or code was followed.

Upon completion of preliminary design options MCM Architects arranged a meeting with Winnipeg Heritage to present

the proposed options as a means to ensure that the historical significance of the existing St.John’s library would not be

compromised and to include Heritage Winnipeg in the development process.  MCM Architects re-visited the site on May

16, 2012 along with  structural, mechanical and electrical engineering consultants.  This visit to the site was to provide

the engineering consultants an opportunity to review and anaylze the current conditions of the building and to provide

them with a better understanding of what the facility refurbishment study was trying to accomplish.

Working closely with MCM Architects all consultants have provided documentation relative to their specific field of

expertise and these documents have informed and have been incorporated into the design options and assessments

presented within this report.



St.John’s Library

Historical Building Overview

Originally constructed in 1915, St.John’s library is currently designated as a historical

building with a Grade 2 classification on The City of Winnipeg Heritage Conservation

List. At the time of construction the existing building met the needs of the citizens of

Winnipeg, however, it was never planned with accessibility and universal access as a

functional programmatic component.

The existing main floor level sits roughly 6’-0” above the city sidewalk elevation with the

only access to the buildings floor levels via an exterior grand stair and then interior sets

of stairs.  The existing structure includes a concrete foundation and basement walls, load bearing masonry walls on

both the interior of the basement and throughout the main floor.  The floor system in the basement is a concrete slab

supported on the underlying soil.  The main floor appears to be a network of one way and two way flat slabs.

With numerous required upgrades in order to comply with the current standards of today, discussions took place with

the Heritage Planning branch of the City of Winnipeg to develop an understanding as to what potentially would or would

not be acceptable for modifications or redevelopment to the exterior elevations and within the existing building.

In discussions with Heritage Winnipeg it was strongly emphasized by Heritage that they are very willing to work together

with the City of Winnipeg and Library Services in providing universal access to the St’John’s Library.

A number of options were present and all were well received with no major concerns from Heritage Winnipeg.  The

following guidlines were presented by Heritage Winnipeg and have been incorporated in the accessible design options

presented within this report and will no doubt play an important role in any future design considerations for the library.

• Design and material selection should be sensitive to the existing character of the building.

• Modifications to interior fitments such as millwork, mouldings, details, etc. are obviously neccessary, how-

ever, care should be taken so as to limit, as much as possible, the modifications and to avoid removing any detail in its

entirety from the building.

• Any new addition should play a subservient role to the existing building and be either stepped back from the

existing facade or appear visually separated through use of reveals or other architectural details.

• Elements of Historical significance may be removed or modified if their removal or modification facilitates

the intended accessible design.

An on-going dialogue with Heritage Winnipeg is recommended for all future phases.

0.8



St.John’s Library

A public open house / community review was held at Win Gardner Place on Tuesday July 24, 2012 to allow the

community access to view the proposed accessible options for the St.John’s library.

MCM Architects were in attendance to address any design related concerns and answer any questions pertaining to the

proposed accessibility within the existing library.

A number of comments were received and provided by the City of Winnipeg Library Services with some of the more

pertinent comments listed below:

“I really like that our little library is getting updated.  I

 think the ramp plan is far superior to the elevator plan.

The lift is using existing space and the children and adult reading / computer areas are divided.

Both far superior / good ideas.  Having programs offered in the basement,

the larger room is needed rather than 2 smaller rooms”

“I like the lift plan because the kids area upstairs is larger and the program room is larger.

I also like the more bathrooms.  Is it possible to reverse the basement lift

plan to keep the large program room and put in the elevator?

Is there a way to put stroller storage under the ramp?  I love my library, love the staff.”

Community Review - Public Open House

0.9
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Life Safety &
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Life Safety & Accessibility Analysis
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Life Safety & Accessibility Analysis

Life Safety and Accessibility analysis for the St.John’s library has been conducted based on the 2010 National Building

Code of Canada with the 2011 Manitoba  Amendments and includes, but not limited to, the review of the following

areas:

Interior Fire Separations

Doors & Door Hardware

Access to Exit & Egress

 Health Requirements / Washrooms

Accessibility & Universal Design

Fire Alarm / Exit Signage & Emergency Lighting

Unfortunately the building codes in place at the time of construction do not reflect the current building code require-

ments necessary for a facility such as this, therefore, there are assumptions made regarding the intent of life safety

within the building.  Prior to any renovations or additions, confirmation of assumptions made will require approval from

the Local Authority having Jurisdiction.

Based on documentation provided by the City of Winnipeg, asbestos containing materials may be present within the

existing library building.  Appropriate procedures must be put into place prior to any renovation / construction work and

any removal of asbestos or other hazardous materials should only be performed by a qualified contractor in compliance

with Workplace Safety & Health regulations.

The scope of work for the existing buildings life safety and accessibility analysis did not include for any destructive

testing.  Therefore it was difficult to determine precisely the exact construction for some of the walls around areas

required to be protected with fire separations.  For this reason it can be assumed, that due to the time period for the

buildings construction, any walls in question do not meet the requirements for a fire rated separation wall assembly

based on the current code requirements.

Existing Building

1.1



St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Existing Building

Building Code Review

Article 3.1.2. Major Occupancy Classification

• Major Occupancy: Group ‘A’, Division ‘2’, Assembly

• Building Area: 320 sq.m.

• Number of Storeys: One + Basement

• Facing Streets: Two

• Construction: Combustible & Non-combustible

Article 3.1.17. Occupant Load

• Basement Floor: Program Room 60 (posted occupancy)

Mens / Womens W/C 2 (1 per each)

• Main Floor: Entire Floor Area 72 (3.70 sq.m. per occupant)

• Total Existing Building Occupant Load: 134

Article 3.2.2. Building Size & Construction Relative to Occupancy

• Article 3.2.2.28. Group ‘A’, Division ‘2’, One Storey

• Building is constructed with both combustible and non-combustible construction which is permitted.

• Building is un-sprinklered.

• Main floor assembly is required to be a fire separation with a fire resistance rating not less than 45 minutes.

Actual main floor is cast in place concrete of sufficient depth to meet requirements for 45 minutes.  Existing

penetrations through floor are wide open and are required to be sealed with fire stopping material.

• Walls supporting an assembly required to have a fire resistance rating shall also have a fire resistance rating not

less than the floor assemby.  Existing supporting walls are concrete and masonry which, meet the rating require

ments.

1.2



St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Existing Building

Article 3.4.2.1. Minimum Number of Exits

• (1) Two exits are required from main floor and basement floor areas. Main floor only served by one exit. Two

existing exits are provided from the basement floor area, however, existing exit construction does not comply with

the code requirements for exits and is accessed through the buildings mechanical service room which is not

permitted by code.

Article 3.4.3.4. Headroom Clearance

• (1) Every exit shall have a clear height of not less than 81”.  Existing mechanical piping crosses over both sets of

stairs up from basement floor and falls below the required clearance dimension.

Article 3.4.4.1. Fire Resistance Rating of Exit Separations

• (1) Every exit shall be separated from the remainder of the building by a fire separation having a fire resistance

ratingnot less than 45 minutes.  Existing exit doors and glazing within doors are not fire rated and therefore do not

meet the requirements for doors acting as part of a fire separation. Fire resistance rating for all existing wall con

structions cannot be confirmed, however, where walls are masonry or concrete it is assumend that they meet the

fire resistance rating.

Article 3.4.4.4. Integrity of Exits

• (1) A fire separation that separates an exit from the remainder of the building shall have no openings except (d)

exit doorways. Various openings are visible within existing walls around the buildings exit enclosures.

• (8) Storage rooms, washrooms, toilet rooms, laundry rooms and similar ancillary rooms shall not open directly into

an exit.  Existing storage room window directly connected to existing West exit stair is infilled with wood however

this does not meet requirments for a fire rated separation.  Existing storage room is also open and technically

considered as part of the mechanical service room.

Building Code Review
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Existing Building

Article 3.4.6.2 Minimum Number of Risers

• (1) Every flight of interior stairs shall have not less than 3 risers. Existing stairs at main floor have only 2 risers

up from the main entry vestibule landing.

Article 3.4.6.4 Handrails

• (1) Hand rails are required on both sides of all stairs and ramps regardless of width.  No handrails are provided

on West exit stair or stairs up from large program room.  One handrail only provided on exterior entry stairs.

Majority of exiting handrails do not comply with the current code requirements.

Article 3.4.6.8. Treads and Risers

• (2) Steps for stairs shall have a rise between successive treads not less than 5” and not more than 7”.  Existing

interior stairs have a typical riser height of 7 1/2” which exceeds the maximum required dimension.  Exterior stair

risers are 7” high which complies with the code requirements.

Article 3.4.6.11. Doors

• (1) The distance between a stair riser and the leading edge of a door during its swing shall be not less than 2’-0”.

Existing interior doors at top of stairs up from the basement at set directly at the top step.

• (2) No exit door shall open directly on to a step.  Existing main entry exterior doors open directly onto a step.

Article 3.4.6.12. Direction of Door Swing

• (1)(a) Every exit door shall open in the direction of exit travel.  All existing exit doors current open in the direction

of path of travel.

Building Code Review
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Existing Building

Article 3.7.2.2. Water Closets

• (1) Water closets shall be provided for each sex assuming that the occupant load is equally divided between

males and females.  Based on existing calculated occupant load and as per Table 3.7.2.2.A.  3 water closets are

required for females and 2 water closets for males.  Existing provides only 1 for both male and female occupant

use and another 1 dedicated strictly for staff use.

Article 3.8.1.2. Entrances

• (1) A pedestrian entrance to a building shall be barrier free.  Existing building entrances do not provide barrier free

access.

• (2) If altering an existing building and it is not practical to comply with sentence (1), then at least one pedestrian

entrance shall be barrier free.

Article 3.8.1.5. Controls

• (1) Controls for the operation of building services or safety devices, including electrical switches located within a

barrier free path of travel, shall be accessible to a person in a wheelchair, operable with one hand, and mounted

between 1’-4” and 4’-0”.  Controls vary in height throughout the building with most exceeding the maximum

dimension.

Article 3.8.2.3. Washrooms Required to be Barrier Free

• (5) A minimum of one universal toilet room shall be provided on each floor of a newly constructed building.  There

are no washrooms provided on the main floor level.:

Building Code Review
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Existing Building

Article 3.8.3.3. Doorways and Doors

• (1) Every doorway that is located in a barrier free path of travel shall have a clear width not less than 2’-8 1/2”

when the door is in the open position.  The existing doors into the washrooms and data room in the basement do

not meet the clearance requirements.

Article 3.8.3.14. Counters

• (1) Every counter more than 6’-6” long, at which the public is served, shall have at least on barrier free section.

Existing circulation counter is not barrier free.

Building Code Review
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Interior Fire Separations

Main Floor

• The existing main entry vestibule functions as a shared exit from both the main and

basement floor areas. Exits are required to be separated from the remainder of the

floor areas with a fire rated separation. The existing interior vestibule doors access-

ing the main floor area are required to form part of this fire rated separation.  The

existing vestibule doors are fully glazed and not fire rated. Image 1

• Floor construction between main and basement floor areas are required to be a fire

rated separation.  Existing floor construction appears to be cast concrete of suffi-

cient depth to provide required rating, however, all mechanical and electrical

penetrations through the floor construction do not appear to be complete with fire

stopping mechanisms.

Basement Floor

• Existing exit stairs from the basement floor area up to the main floor entry vestibule

are open to the remainder of the floor area.  As required by code all exit stairs are to

be separated from the remainder of the floor area with a fire rated separation.  This

would involve enclosing the two stairwells completely and providing two new fire

rated doors at the basement floor level. This would dramatically alter the existing

spatial qualities within the basement and it is therefore recommended that this ex-

isting condition be further discussed and reviewed with the local authority having

jurisdiction. Image 2

• Metal stairs around dumbwaiter connecting the main and basement floor areas are

required to have a fire rated separation from the adjacent floor area.  Existing wall

construction appears to be masonry so it is assumed to meet the requirements for a

fire rated separation, however the existing door and frame are note fire rated.

Image 3

1.7
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Interior Fire Separations

• Mechanical rooms and service spaces are required to be separated from the

remainder of the floor area with a fire rated separation.  Existing wall construction

appears to be masonry so it is assumed to meet the requirements for a fire rated

separation, however the existing door and frame are note fire rated.
Image 1

1.8
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Doors & Door Hardware

Main Floor

• Existing doors within main entry vestibule accessing the basement stairs form part

of the rated exit enclosure and are required to be fire rated and have door release

hardware installed.  Existing doors are not fire rated and no door release hardware

has been provided.  The exsiting doors are directly over the top step. By code a

landing is required at the top of the stairs, however, due to existing conditions the

creation of a truly code compliant landing at the top of the stairs is not achievable. It

is therefore recommended that this existing condition be further discussed and re-

viewed with the local authority having jurisdiction. Image 1

• Doors separating main floor library space from main entry exit vestibule are required

to be fire rated and be complete with door release hardware.  Any glazing within the

doors is required to be fire rated glass. Existing doors are fully glazed and are not

fire rated.  Door release hardware has not been provided.  Image 2

• Main entry doors are in poor shape and falling apart making operation of doors

difficult.  As these are exit doors they need to function properly and be equiped with

door release handware.  Image 2

• Existing main entry exterior doors open directly onto a step which is not permitted by

code. Minimum 2’-0” space required between door swing and first riser.  Image 3

Basement Floor

• Doors into mechanical room and metal stair case / dumbwaiter are required to be

fire rated.

1.9
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Access to Exit & Egress

Main Floor

• Two means of egress from the main floor area are required by code for a building of

this size and occupancy.  Only means of egress from the main floor area is currently

through the main entry doors.

• Handrails are required by code to be installed on both sides of all stairs.   Existing

exterior entry stairs only have a single non-compliant handrail installed along the

exterior side of the stair.  Image 1

• Height of guardrails at the top and intermediate landings on the exterior main entry

stairs do not meet the height requirement of 42” for guardrails.    Existing guardrail

height is only 30”.  Image 1

• Existing exterior stairs have a contrasting abrasive nosing strip on every tread and

landing.  Stairs appear to still be in good condition.  Image 2

• Interior stairs leading from main entry vestibule up to main floor area of library have

only two risers.  A minimum of 3 risers are required by code for any interior stair.

Riser height is 7 1/2” which exceeds the permitted riser height of 7”.  Handrail has

only been provided on the north side of the stair and does not meet the require-

ments of the code.  Middle stair tread is wood and has been worn down to where the

leading edge of the nosing varies with respect to profile.  Finish on stairs are re-

quired to be slip-resistant and be complete with contrasting nosing. Image 3

• Floor finish within main entry vestibule is tile which can become slippery during wet

conditions.  Walk off mats are provided and care must be taken to ensure that mats

remain flat and do not pose a tripping hazard.  Image 3
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Access to Exit & Egress

Basement Floor

• Two means of egress are required from the basement floor area.  Two means of

egress have been provided, however, neither exit fully complies with the require-

ments of the code.

• Main exit stairs are open to the basement floor area which is not permitted by code.

Exists are required to be enclosed and separated from the remain floor area within

a fire rated enclosure.

• The west exit stair provides a second means of egress from the basement area,

however the stair is accessed through the mechanical room, which is not permitted

by code.  A clear path of travel, separated from the mechanical room, to the existing

exit must be provided or an alternate second means of exit from the basement floor

area.  Image 1

• Clear headroom height of 6’-8” is required for all access to exit paths of travel.

Existing piping running above the main exit stairs as well as the wood floor con-

struction within the west exit stair reduces the clear headroom height below the

minimum height requirement.Image 2

• Handrails are required by code on both sides of all stairs and be continuous along

the entire length of stair.  No handrails have been provided on the West exit stair.

Handrails have been provided on main exit stairs but only one handrail is continu-

ous.  Image 3

• Main program space currently has signage limiting occupancy to 60 persons within

the room in the farthest corner from the door.  Recommended to relocate signage to

outside of room near entry door for increased visibility.

• Stair risers on main exit stairs are 7 1/2” high, which exceeds the maximum permit-

ted riser height by code of 7”. Image 3
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Health Requirements / Washrooms

• Currently all washroom facilities are located within the basement floor area.

• The number of washrooms currently within the library does not meet the number

required by todays code for a building of this size and occupancy classification.

• According to table 3.7.2.2.A  within the 2010 National Building Code of Canada with

the 2011 Manitoba Amendments, a building of this size and occupancy requires 2

waterclosets for male and 3 waterclosets for female.

• Currently there are only two individual use washrooms located on the basement

floor area totaling two waterclosets.  One is available for public use and the other is

designated staff only.  Image 1&2

• As the number of required waterclosets within a building are determined by a build

ings occupancy count calculated by the code, it is typical to find the amount of

waterclosets required to be un-realistic in regards to the actual day to day use of the

building.  Further discussions with the local authority having jurisdication should

take place as it may be possible to make a case that due to the age of this building,

its existing construction, layout and the the unlikely occurance that the buildings

calculated maximium occupancy will ever be met at a single time and that the exist-

ing facilities have served the buildings needs to date, the additional expense re-

quired to provide the required additional number of waterclosets would be better

served in other aspects of the building.

1.12
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Accessibility & Universal Access

Entrances

• No accessible access provided into the library or to either the main or basement

floor levels.  Main floor level is situated approximately 6’-0” higher than the City of

Winnipeg sidewalk and only accessible via the exterior main entry stairs located on

the east Salter Street elevation.  In a renovation situation by code a minimum of only

50% of both public and staff entrances are required to meet barrier-free accessibil-

ity standards.  Image 1

• Exterior entry stairs have only a single handrail installed, which does not meet the

requirements for graspability, profile and height.  Existing handrail has a contrasting

colour making it easy to differentiate from the surrounding environment.  Image 2

• Detectable warning surfaces are required at all landings and on treads and riser

nosings for all stairs.  An abrasive black strip has been provided on all stair treads

but does not extend over to the face of the nosing.  Image 2

• Book return drop-off is located halfway up the main entry stair and is not barrier-free

accessible.

Controls

• Typical heights for light switches and other controls within the building vary but

average around 55” above the floor.  These heights exceeds the acceptable acces-

sible range, which is between 16” and 48” above the floor.

• An auto door operator has been installed to control the main entry door, however,

due to the degraded condition of the existing doors the operation of the auto opera-

tor has been compromised.  Image 3
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St.John’s Library
Life Safety &

Accessibility Analysis

Accessibility & Universal Access

Parking

• No public, including accessible parking has been provided. Parking is available on

Salter and surrounding neighborhood streets and all existing sidewalks are com-

plete with accessible curb cuts.

Washrooms

• Washroom facilities are only provided on the basement floor level to which univer-

sal access has not been provided and they currently do not meet the requirements

for barrier free accessibility.

• Existing washrooms are of sufficient size to accommodate a 5’-0” turning radius for

wheelchairs.

• Grab bars have not been provided and are required to be installed at all accessible

toilets.

• Existing lavatory faucets require grasping and twisting of the wrist for operation.

Lever style handles or automatic controls are required to meet accessibility require-

ments.  Image 2

• Existing lavatory within public use washroom is within a base cabinet.  Accessible

lavatories require clearance below so users in wheelchairs can get close enough to

operate the faucets.  Image 3

Signage

• No accessible signage has been provided for existing washrooms.
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Doors & Door Hardware

• All door hardware within the library with the exception of the basement staffroom

door do not comply with the requirements for universal accessibility as they require

operation with grasping and twisting of the wrists.  Image 1

• Existing basement washroom doors are only 2’-7 1/2” wide and therefore do not

provide the clear opening requirements of  2’-8 1/2”.  Clear space must be provided

on the latch side of a door to enable a person in a wheelchair to manually open the

door. The existing door swing orientation does not provide the required clear space.

The threshold at the doors is approximately 1” high which exceeds the maximum

high requirement of 1/2” in a barrier free path of travel.  It can also be a tripping

hazard to the buildings users. Image 2

• The existing door into the mechanical room does not provide the required clearance

for universal access, however, the code does not require universal access for serv-

ice rooms.

• Majority of existing doors within library are 3’-0” providing approximately 2’-9”

clearance exceeding the clear opening required, when the door is in the fully opened

position, for universal access of 2’-8 1/2”.

Stairs

• Colour contrasting nosing is required to be installed on all stairs used by the public

to help identify the leading edge of the stair treads.  No colour contrasted nosing

have been provided.  Existing stair nosing construction extends out from the riser

with an abrupt underside which is not permitted as it could cause a tripping hazard.

Image 3

Accessibility & Universal Access
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Stairs continued

• Existing stair flooring material is carpet and provides the required slip-resistance

finish.  Carpet appears to be in good condition, however, as previously noted colour

contrasting nosing are required to be installed.

• No detectable warning surface provided within the existing flooring on the landings

at the top of all stair runs.

• Riser heights, as previously noted, exceed the maximum required dimension by

approximately 1/2”.  However, it would not be feasible to attempt to correct this

condition and should therefore be discussed further with the local Authority Having

Jurisdiction.  Image 1

Handrails

• Handrails are required to be installed on both sides of all stairs and be continuous

for the entire length of stair complete with extensions at both the top and bottom of

the stair.  The 2010 City of Winnipeg Accessibility Design Standards require a dual

height set of handrails to be provided at all stair locations.

• A handrail has been provided only on one side at the 2 riser stairs up to main floor

area.  Handrail profile does not currently meet the requirements for accessibility.

Image 2

• No handrails provided on 3 riser stair down to program room within basement.

• Handrails have been provided on both sides for both sets of main basement stairs,

however, only one side is contiuous as the other handrail terminates where the wall

and wood guard connect.  Image 3

Accessibility & Universal Access
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Millwork / Cabinetry / Shelving

• Kitchen cabinetry within the staff room is not accessible.

• Circulation service counter is not accessible and has not been designed to accom-

modate either public or staff users in wheelchairs.  Image 1

• Carpet flooring throughout main floor meets the criteria for barrier-free, however, it

is well worn with areas pulling up from the substrate, which could be a tripping

hazard. It is recommended that the existing carpet be replaced.  Image 2

• Spacing between book collection stacks within the main floor area appears to meet

the required 43 1/4” clear requirement as identified within the 2010 City of Winnipeg

Accessibility Design Standards .

Accessibility & Universal Access
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Fire Alarm / Exit Signage &

Fire Alarm

• Existing fire alarm panel and system is acceptable and does not require any

upgrade.  Image 1

Exit Signage & Emergency Lighting

• Only emergency exit signage provided within the the building is wall mounted lamicoid

signage.  Exit signage is required and emergency lighting is recommended to be

upgraded inorder to meet the current code requirements.
Image 2 & 3

Image 2

Image 1
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Ramp & Interior Lift Assessment

The goal and intent of this report is to determine potential solutions for providing universal access to a century old

historical library building capable of providing public users with a safe, convenient and accessible community space.

Our analysis of the existing building identifies a number of concerns with respect to both accessibility as well as life

safety when measured against the 2010 National Building Code of Canada with the 2011 Manitoba Amendments.

Based on this analysis two complete options / strategies have been developed, each with their own merit, and each one

capable of providing both universal access as well as a safe community environment for the buildings users.  The two

options are an external ramp up to main floor level complete with an internal passenger lift system and an external full

service elevator addition with its own dedicated entrance.   Both of these options are discussed in further detail in the

following pages and elaborate further as to the means for addressing the existing buildings lack of accessibility, life

safety and the impacts on the interior layout functions.

Schematic plan drawings have been developed for each of the two above mentioned options/strategies.  Through the

use of these drawings we can assess each option both on their respective positive and negative attributes so as to

determine the most optimum solution.

Proposed Accessibility / Life Safety &

Interior Functional Layout Assessment
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Main Floor Schematic Plan
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Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Architectural

• A new accessible ramp is to be constructed along the south elevation to access the existing main floor level.

The buildings east elevation is listed as a historical element and will therefore not be affected by the new ramp

construction.  It would have been preferable to integrate the new accessible ramp in with the existing main entry,

however, this would require extensive modifications to the existing exterior stair, altering the historical east eleva-

tion.  Further complicating a tie into the existing main entry is that there is an interior two riser stair  within the main

entry vestibule up to the libraries main floor area.  An interior ramp is not possible due to the existing layout.

Attention must be paid to the ramp detailing to ensure that the new ramp does not take away from and is sympa-

thetic to the existing buildings historical character.

• A new accessible entrance into the library is located along the south elevation which, is highly visible from both

Salter Steet and Machray Avenue.  This location utilizes an existing window opening allowing the new entrance to

fit within and minimize the effects on the existing aesthetics of the libraries elevation.  The new door will be

constructed in a manner to match the existing door details from the library and be complete with an auto door

operator.

• The new interior lift system is centrally located within the libraries floor space and utilizes the existing dumb waiter

and metal stair system floor opening with only minor structural adjustments required to the existing opening.  The

lift system is in close proximity to the circulation counter for staff monitoring.  Minor adjustments are required to the

existing floor opening in order to accommodate new lift system.   The new walls around the lift are only 42” in

height so as to maintain the sense of openness within the library space.

Structural

• Due to the elevation difference between the main floor and grade level the ramp system is extensive and will

require a switch back and guardrails.

Main Floor - Ramp & Interior Lift System
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Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Structural continued

• The construction of the new ramp will include reinforced concrete walls and structural ramp slabs and be

supported on cast-in-place concrete friction piles.  The ramp is to be located away from the existing foundation

and be connected discretely to the existing south wall of the main floor.

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

• The existing floor construction around the dumbwaiter and metal stair will require partial removal and infilling with

new constructioin to accommodate the new lift system.

Mechanical

• The existing steam cabinet heaters located on either side of the new ramp entrance door are to remain as they

are not affected by the new construction.

Electrical

• Power and services will be required for the operation of the new lift system and new auto door operator on the

ramp entrance door.

• Additional fire alarm devices and tie-in into the existing system will be required for the new lift system and new

ramp entrance door.

• Emergency exit signage and lighting will be required at the new ramp entrance door.

• New exterior lighting will be installed along the buildings south elevation to provide illumination at the new ramp

entrance door and along the ramp.

Main Floor - Ramp & Interior Lift System
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Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Architectural

• The existing south elevation windows within the program room will be required to be removed and infilled due to

the new ramp construction above.

• The new lift system occupies the existing space previously used by the dumb waiter and metal staircase requiring

only minimal new wall construction to accommodate the new lift shaftway.

• The new entry door for the lift system is accessed directly off of the main corridor allowing the buildings occupants

full use of the lift without disruption to any of the ongoing fuctions within any of the other spaces.  The existing

door opening will have to be enlarged to accommodate the new lift door so as to provide the required barrier free

clearances. The new door will be fire rated and be complete with an auto door operator.

Structural

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

• The existing floor construction is required to be modified to accommodate a recessed pit ensuring that the lift

operation is flush with the adjacent basement floor level.

Mechanical

• The existing condensate piping located in the area of the new lift system will have to be relocated.

• The existing HRV and through wall air conditioner on the existing south elevation within the program room will

have to be relocated to accommodate the new ramp.  Existing ductwork and electrical duct heater coil will also

have to modified to suit.  (It should be noted that this option will limit the occupancy to 20 persons within this room)

Basement Floor - Ramp & Interior Lift System
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Electrical

• Power will be required for the new auto door operator for the entrance door into the lift.

• Power will be required to be relocated for existing HRV unit.

Basement Floor - Ramp & Interior Lift System
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Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Architectural

• The existing exterior main entry stairs at the top landing adjacent to the main entry doors will have to be modified

to create a new landing and top step in order to eliminate the step down directly under the main entrance doors.

The new landing will be cut stone to match as well as tie into and function with the existing stairs.

• All non-compliant door hardware is to be replaced with barrier free accessible hardware.

• A new dual height set of handrails are to be provided at all stair locations to comply with the 2010 City of Winnipeg

Accessibility Design Standards for handrails.

• A fire rated separation is required around the main entry vestibule as it currently functions as an exit from main

floor level and is shared with the exit stairs from the basement floor area.  The Interior vestibule double doors and

both doors accessing the basement stairs are to be replaced with fire rated doors and fire rated glazing and be

complete with door release hardware.

• A second means of egress from the main floor area is required due to the size and occupancy of the existing

library.  A new emergency exit is provided along the west elevation exiting out to the north of the building down to

grade level.

• The existing two riser stair up to the main floor level is not permitted by code.  It is, however, an existing condition

and would not be feasible nor possible to correct.  Further discucssions with the Local Authority having Jurisdic-

tion is recommended to review this existing condition.  The existing intermediate tread needs to be replaced due

to its degraded condition and be provided with a slip-resistant flooring complete with a colour contrasting nosing.

• The decorative tile within the main entry vestibule is to remain, however, walk-off mats are required for

slip-resistance and should be maintained to prevent a tripping hazard.

• The new universal washroom is located along the west elevation where it utilizes two existing full height walls

limiting the impact the new washroom will have on the libraries overall interior sense of openness. The new

washroom will be fully accessible and meet all requirements identified within the 2010 City of Winnipeg Accessi-

bility Design Standards. The door into the new washroom will be complete with an auto door operator and will be

highly visible from the new circulation counter for easy staff monitoring.

• Barrier-free accessible signage will be provided as required.

Main Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility
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Architectural continued

• The existing exterior main entry doors will have to be replaced with new due to their degraded condition which is

affecting the function of the existing auto door operator.  The new doors will be constructed to match the existing

profiles and come complete with the required door release hardware.

Structural

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

• The new exterior steel exit stair along the buildings west elevation will be supported partially on the existing

exterior wall and partially on a new pile foundation.

• A new cut stone landing will be provided on top and pinned into the existing landing, level with the door sill.

Mechanical

• The existing steam cabinet unit heaters along the west wall in the area of the new universal washroom and

lounge seating will be removed and replaced with new.

• New heating, exhaust, plumbing services and fixtures will be provided for the new universal washroom.

Electrical

• All existing building switches, fire alarm pull stations and other devices are to be relocated to comply with the

mounting height requirement for barrier-free accessiblility.

• All existing exit signage and emergency lighting  are required to be up-graded in order to comply with the current

code requirements.

• New lighting, general room power and power for the new auto door operator will be provided for the new universal

washroom.

• Additional fire alarm devices and tie-in into the existing system will be provided for the new exterior exit door.

Main Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility
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Architectural

• All non-compliant door hardware is to be replaced with barrier free accessible hardware.

• The existing washrooms will be renovated and modified so as to comply with barrier-free accessibility standards.

The existing washroom doors are required to be enlarged to provide the required clearances and be equiped with

auto door operators.  Both existing renovated washrooms are to be dedicated for male use only.

• The existing second means of egress from the basement is accessed through the mechanical room which is not

permitted by code.  The existing exit door, stair and its exterior enclosure will be removed and the remaining voids

infilled.  A  new second means of egress is provided via new exit stairs located within the existing storage room at

the north west corner of the building.  Access to the new exit stairs is provide by a corridor extension off of the

existing main corridor.  The new doors will be complete with door release hardware and be fire rated as required.

• A new two stall dedicated womens washroom will be constructed within the existing storage room and will be

accessed directly off of the new corridor.

• A new dual height set of handrails are to be provided at all stair locations to comply with the requirements of the

2010 City of Winnipeg Accessibility Design Standards for handrails.

• The existing carpet flooring on the stairs up to the main entry vestibule will be replaced with slip-resistant flooring

and be complete with colour contrasting nosings. The existing treads extend out past the risers creating a poten-

tial tripping hazard.  Modification to stairs to address the nosings will be required.

• Barrier-free accessible signage will be provided as required.

• There is existing signage limiting room occupancy to 60 provided within the south program room, however, as

noted by mechanical the modifications required to the existing systems in the program room for the lift system will

limit the occupancy to 20 persons within this room.

• A new fire rated door will be provided for the existing mechanical room.

• The door into the existing staff room along with a portion of the adjacent wall will be removed to open up and

provide an extension of the main corridor for access to both the new womens washroom and exit stair.

• The existing floor level within the south program room needs to be raised to match the adjacent floor level in the

remainder of the basement floor area so as to provide universal access to this program space.

• Fire stopping of all existing penetrations are required as part of the fire rated separation around the existing

mechanical room and exit stairs.

Basement Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility
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Structural

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

• A new exterior recessed concrete stair is to be constructed north of the building as part of the second means of

egress from the basement floor area.  The new exterior stair is to be supported on an independent piled founda-

tion.  An interior steel stair is to be constructed up to the new exterior exit door and exterior recessed stair.

• All existing recessed portions within the basement floor area, north west storage room accessed off of the

mechanical room,  will need to have their floor elevations raised to match the level of the adjacent floor areas.

Mechanical

• Existing mechanical piping that is at head level crossing over both exit stairs from the basement infringe on the

code required headroom clearances and are required to be relocated.

• Heating, exhaust, plumbing services and fixtures will be provided for the new womens washroom.

• Exhaust, plumbing services and fixtures will be provided as part of the renovations to the existing washrooms.

• Heating will be required within the new exit stair.

• Drainage will be required within the floor structure of the new recessed exterior exit stair.

Electrical

• All building switches, fire alarm pull stations and other devices are to be relocated to comply with the

mounting heights required for accessiblility.

• All existing exit signage and emergency lighting  are required to be up-graded in order to comply with the current

code requirements.

• Power required for new auto door operators on doors into the renovated existing washrooms.

• Lighting, general room power and power for the new auto door operator will be required for new womens

washroom.

• Additional fire alarm devices and tie-in into the existing system will be provided for the new exit door.

• Lighting will be required for the new exit stairs.

Basement Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility
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Main Floor - Interior Function Layout

Architectural

• A new fully accessible circulation counter / reference counter located centrally within the library space will be

provided.  This central location provides a direct visual connection to the new ramp entrance door, universal

washroom and lift system.

• All adult computer stations are amalgamated into a dedicated computer area.

• New carpet flooring to be provided due to revised layout and interior construction.

• The childrens section has been relocated to the north west corner of the library providing a larger, less confined

space with better visual connection to the circulation counter.  A dedicated childrens media area has been pro-

vided where children can access various on-line child appropriate learning programs.

• A revised layout for the collection stacks is neccesary to accommodate the new layout.  Additional table and

lounge seating can be provided offering occupants a place to sit and read or work off of their laptop computers.

All furnishings, lounge seating, collections stacks and book displays are the responsibility of the City of Winnipeg

Library Services.

• An additional book drop off will be provided at the top of the ramp next to the new entrance door.

Mechanical

• All accessible steam and condensate piping is recommended to be insulated in accordance with the 2010

National Building Code of Canada with the 2011 Manitoba Amendments.

• An additional heating unit is recommended within the main entry vestibule.
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Main Floor - Interior Function Layout

Electrical

• As based on the revised interior layout modification, relocation of existing power and data sources are

required to provide computer usage at all table and lounge seating areas.
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Basement Floor - Interior Function Layout

Architectural

• The existing staff room was oversized in relation to the actual number of staff.  The existing room was subdivided

to provide a new smaller staffroom and a community meeting room.  Additional space from the previous staff room

was allocated to the new corridor accessing the new womens washroom and exit stair.

• The new meeting room can accommodate small groups and benefits from the natural light from the existing

windows.

• The existing staffroom cabinets will be replaced with new fully accessible millwork.

• New carpet flooring to be provided due to revised layout and interior construction.

• All furnishings, etc. are the responsibility of the City of Winnipeg Library Services.

Mechanical

• All accessible steam and condensate piping is recommended to be insulated in accordance with the 2010

National Building Code of Canada with the 2011 Manitoba Amendments.

• A new heating and ventilation system will be required to accommodate the new staff room, meeting room and

corridor.

• A new sink complete with accessible fixtures will be provided within the staff room millwork.

Electrical

• Existing lighting, power and data will be required to be relocated and modified to accommodate the layout within

the new staff and meeting rooms as well as the new corridor.
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Architectural

• A new full service elevator is to be provided within an addition south of the existing building to access both the

main and basement floor levels.  An internal elevator would not be feasible nor recommended due to the size of

the elevator and its related construction as well as the overall impact it would have on the function of the library

and the sense of openness within the main floor area.  The property south of the existing library provides ad-

equate sizing for the new addition, offers high visibility to the new elevator vestibule from the two neighbouring

streets and the functions of the new additon are easily accommodated within the interior functions and spaces of

the existing library.

• The new recommended elevator would be an Otis model, 3500 lbs, 3 stop, front and rear opening, holeless

hydraulic.

• The new exterior grade level entrance to the elevator would be within a new enclosed glazed vestibule accessed

by a pathway off of the existing library main entry path.  The new vestibule door will be complete with an auto door

operator.  A fully glazed entrance vestibule provides a strong visual connection with the surrounding environment

and it is this visual connection that will provide its users with a sense of comfort and security.

• Direct visual and audio connection via an new opening within the existing exterior south wall between the existing

main floor area and the grade level elevator vestibule provides the staff and building users knowledge of the

ongoing activity within the elevators entrance.  This connection provides a sense of security for both the elevator

users and the libraries staff.

• The entire south elevation of the building will be affected by the new elevator addition.  Every effort will be taken

to preserve as much of the existing buildings south wall as possible and to highlight its construction within the new

addition.

• The entire material palette for the new addition with respect to the exterior will require an indepth investigation so

as to ensure that the aesthetics of the new addition is sympathetic to the existing historical character of the

building.

• A new window has been provided within the main floor elevator vestibule to allow natural lighting to filter into the

library as well as providing a visual connection to the exterior environment.

Main Floor - Elevator Addition
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Structural

• The main floor level vestibule construction is to be a reinforced concrete structurally supported slab.

• The elevator addition walls are to be load bearing concrete block extending up from the main floor level to a new

steel deck and steel framed roof structure.

• The grade level entry vestibule is to be a reinforced concrete structurally supported slab. The glazed vestibule

enclosure will be supported on steel columns and girts up to a steel framed roof.

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

Mechanical

• The existing cabinet unit wall heaters along the south wall will need to be removed and the existing condensate

drain lines relocated to accommodate the new addition.

• Heating will be required within the new elevator grade level entrance and main floor level vestibule.

Electrical

• The existing 120/240V, 1 phase main incoming service and distribution will be required to be up-graded to a

120/208V, 3 phase system in order to accommodate the new elevator.

• The existing fire alarm control panel is required to be upgraded in order to accommodate the new elevator.

• Power and feeder services will be required from the main distribution panel to the new elevator.

• Additional fire alarm devices and tie-in into new system will be required for new elevator.

• Power will be required for the new auto door operator at the grade level entrance vestibule.

• Lighting will be provided within the grade level and main floor elevator vestibules.

• New exterior lighting will be provided on the new addtion.

Main Floor - Elevator Addition
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Architectural

• All existing windows along the south elevation will be affected by the new elevator addition.  One window will be

infilled to match the adjacent wall surface as it backs directly onto the new elevator hoistway and one will be

modified to provide access into the new elevator addition.

• A portion of the new exit stair floor area located at the north end of the building will be used for the

required elevator machine room. The walls around the elevator machine room and door are required to be a fire

rated separation from the remainder of the floor area.

• A new window within the elevator vestibule provides natural lighting as well as a visual connection to the exterior.

• The required new elevator vestibule sub-divides the existing large south program room into two smaller program

rooms affecting the functions within these spaces.

Structural

• The elevator addition structure is reinforced concrete foundation walls extending up from cast-in-place concrete

piles to the underside of the main floor construction.

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

Mechanical

• Heating will be required within the new elevator vestibule.

• The elevator machine room will require an exhaust fan, thermostat control and transfer air grille complete with fire

damper.

• The existing through wall air conditioning unit within the program room will be required to be relocated.

Basement Floor - Elevator Addition
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Mechanical Continued

• Existing HRV within the program room will be required to be relocated.

• Sump pump and oil interceptor will be required within the new elevator pit to deal with any moisture or oil dischage

from the elevator unit.

Electrical

• Power and lighting will be required within the new elevator machine room.

• Power and lighting will be required within the new elevator vestibule.

Basement Floor - Elevator Addition
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Main Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Architectural

• The existing exterior main entry stairs at the top landing adjacent to the main entry doors will have to be modified

to create a new landing and top step in order to eliminate the step down directly under the main entrance doors.

The new landing will be cut stone to match as well as tie into and function with the existing stairs.

• All non-compliant door hardware is to be replaced with barrier free accessible hardware.

• A new dual height set of handrails are to be provided at all stair locations to comply with the 2010 City of Winnipeg

Accessibility Design Standards for handrails.

• A fire rated separation is required around the main entry vestibule as it currently functions as an exit from main

floor level and is shared with the exit stairs from the basement floor area.  The Interior vestibule double doors and

both doors accessing the basement stairs are to be replaced with fire rated doors and fire rated glazing and be

complete with door release hardware.

• A second means of egress from the main floor area is required due to the size and occupancy of the existing

library.  A new emergency exit is provided along the west elevation exiting out to the north of the building down to

grade level.

• The existing two riser stair up to the main floor level is not permitted by code.  It is, however, an existing condition

and would not be feasible nor possible to correct.  Further discucssions with the Local Authority having Jurisdic-

tion is recommended to review this existing condition.  The existing intermediate tread needs to be replaced due

to its degraded condition and be provided with a slip-resistant flooring complete with a colour contrasting nosing.

• The decorative tile within the main entry vestibule is to remain, however, walk-off mats are required for

slip-resistance and should be maintained to prevent a tripping hazard.

• The new universal washroom has been provided within the new elevator addition so as not to occupy valuable

existing floor space nor impact on the libraries interior sense of openness. The new washroom will be fully acces-

sible and meet all requirements identified within the 2010 City of Winnipeg Accessibility Design Standards. The

door into the new washroom utilizes one of the existing south elevation windows and is highly visible from the new

circulation counter and can be easily monitored by the staff.

• Barrier-free accessible signage will be provided as required.
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Main Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Architectural continued

• The existing exterior main entry doors will have to be replaced with new due to their degraded condition which is

affecting the function of the existing auto door operator.  The new doors will be constructed to match the existing

profiles and come complete with the required door release hardware.

Structural

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

• The new exterior steel exit stair along the buildings west elevation will be supported partially on the existing

exterior wall and partially on a new pile foundation.

• A new cut stone landing will be provided on top and pinned into the existing landing, level with the door sill.

Mechanical

• The existing steam cabinet unit heaters along the west wall in the area of the new universal washroom and

lounge seating will be removed and replaced with new.

• New heating, exhaust, plumbing services and fixtures will be provided for the new universal washroom.

Electrical

• All existing building switches, fire alarm pull stations and other devices are to be relocated to comply with the

mounting height requirement for barrier-free accessiblility.

• All existing exit signage and emergency lighting  are required to be up-graded in order to comply with the current

code requirements.

• New lighting, general room power and power for the new auto door operator will be provided for the new universal

washroom.

• Additional fire alarm devices and tie-in into the existing system will be provided for the new exterior exit door.
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Architectural

• All non-compliant door hardware is to be replaced with barrier free accessible hardware.

• The existing washrooms will be renovated and modified so as to comply with barrier-free accessibility standards.

The existing washroom doors are required to be enlarged to provide the required clearances and be equiped with

auto door operators.  Both existing renovated washrooms are to be dedicated for male use only.

• The existing second means of egress from the basement is accessed through the mechanical room which is not

permitted by code.  The existing exit door, stair and its exterior enclosure will be removed and the remaining voids

infilled.  A  new second means of egress is provided via new exit stairs located within the existing storage room at

the north west corner of the building.  Access to the new exit stairs is provide by a corridor extension off of the

existing main corridor.  The new doors will be complete with door release hardware and be fire rated as required.

• A new two stall dedicated womens washroom will be constructed within the existing storage room and will be

accessed directly off of the new corridor.

• A new dual height set of handrails are to be provided at all stair locations to comply with the requirements of the

2010 City of Winnipeg Accessibility Design Standards for handrails.

• The existing carpet flooring on the stairs up to the main entry vestibule will be replaced with slip-resistant flooring

and be complete with colour contrasting nosings. The existing treads extend out past the risers creating a poten-

tial tripping hazard.  Modification to stairs to address the nosings will be required.

• Barrier-free accessible signage will be provided as required.

• There is existing signage limiting room occupancy to 60 provided within the south program room, however, as

noted by mechanical the modifications required to the existing systems in the program room for the lift system will

limit the occupancy to 20 persons within this room.

• A new fire rated door will be provided for the existing mechanical room.

• The door into the existing staff room along with a portion of the adjacent wall will be removed to open up and

provide an extension of the main corridor for access to both the new womens washroom and exit stair.

• The existing floor level within the south program room needs to be raised to match the adjacent floor level in the

remainder of the basement floor area so as to provide universal access to this program space.

• Fire stopping of all existing penetrations are required as part of the fire rated separation around the existing

mechanical room and exit stairs.
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Structural

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

• A new exterior recessed concrete stair is to be constructed north of the building as part of the second means of

egress from the basement floor area.  The new exterior stair is to be supported on an independent piled founda-

tion.  An interior steel stair is to be constructed up to the new exterior exit door and exterior recessed stair.

• All existing recessed portions within the basement floor area, north west storage room accessed off of the

mechanical room,  will need to have their floor elevations raised to match the level of the adjacent floor areas.

Mechanical

• Existing mechanical piping that is at head level crossing over both exit stairs from the basement infringe on the

code required headroom clearances and are required to be relocated.

• Heating, exhaust, plumbing services and fixtures will be provided for the new womens washroom.

• Exhaust, plumbing services and fixtures will be provided as part of the renovations to the existing washrooms.

• Heating will be required within the new exit stair.

• Drainage will be required within the floor structure of the new recessed exterior exit stair.

Electrical

• All building switches, fire alarm pull stations and other devices are to be relocated to comply with the

mounting heights required for accessiblility.

• All existing exit signage and emergency lighting  are required to be up-graded in order to comply with the current

code requirements.

• Power required for new auto door operators on doors into the renovated existing washrooms.

• Lighting, general room power and power for the new auto door operator will be required for new womens

washroom.

• Additional fire alarm devices and tie-in into the existing system will be provided for the new exit door.

• Lighting will be required for the new exit stairs.
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Architectural

• A new fully accessible circulation counter / reference counter located centrally within the library space will be

provided.  This central location provides a direct visual connection to the new elevator entrance vestibule, univer-

sal washroom and main floor elevator vestibule.

• All adult computer stations are amalgamated into a dedicated computer area adjacent to the reference counter.

• New carpet flooring to be provided due to revised layout and interior construction.

• The childrens section has been relocated to the west end of library providing a larger, less confined space

with better visual connection to the circulation counter.  A dedicated childrens media area has been provided

where children can access various on-line child appropriate learning programs.

• A revised layout for the collection stacks is neccesary to accommodate the new layout.  Additional table and

lounge seating can be provided offering occupants a place to sit and read or work off of their laptop computers.

All furnishings, lounge seating, collections stacks and book displays are the responsibility of the City of Winnipeg

Library Services.

• An additional book drop will be provided at the new elevator entrance vestibule.

Mechanical

• All accessible steam and condensate piping is recommended to be insulated in accordance with the 2010

National Building Code of Canada with the 2011 Manitoba Amendments.

• An additional heating unit is recommended within the main entry vestibule.
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Electrical

• As based on the revised interior layout modification and relocation of existing power and data sources are

required to provide computer usage at all table and lounge seating areas.
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Architectural

• The existing staff room was oversized in relation to the actual number of staff.  The existing room was subdivided

to provide a new smaller staffroom and community meeting room.  Additional space from the room was allocated

to the new corridor accessing the new womens washroom and exit stair.

• The new meeting room can accommodate small groups and benefits from the natural light from the remaining

existing windows.

• A new storage room will be constructed within the space directly beneath the new main floor universal washroom.

• The existing staffroom cabinets will be replaced with new fully accessible millwork.

• The existing large program room has been subdivided into two medium sized program spaces due to the new

required elevator vestibule.

• New carpet flooring to be provided due to revised layout and interior construction.

• All furnishings, etc. are the responsibility of the City of Winnipeg Library Services.

Structural

• A steel angle lintel is to be provided, one per wythe, above each new opening within the existing masonry walls.

Mechanical

• All accessible steam and condensate piping is recommended to be insulated in accordance with the 2010

National Building Code of Canada with the 2011 Manitoba Amendments.

• A new heating and ventilation system will be required to accommodate the new staff room, meeting room and

corridor.

• A new sink complete with accessible fixtures will be provided within the staff room millwork.

• Heating will be required within the new storage room.

• The existing HRV from the south program room is to be relocated and a new heating and ventilation system need

to be provided for the adjacent program spaces to new elevator vestibule.  (It should be note that this option will

limit the occupancy to 20 persons per new room)
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Electrical

• Existing lighting, power and data will be required to be relocated and modified to accommodate the layout within

the new staff and meeting rooms as well as the new corridor extension.

• Existing lighting, power and data will be required to be relocated and modified to accommodate the new program

spaces adjacent to the new elevator vestibule.

• Lighting and power will be required for the new storage room.
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Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Scope of Work /

3.1

Probable Budget Costing

MCM Architects Inc. and their consultants have prepared the following scope of work outlines based on the proposed

accessibility options, life safety and interior functional layout assessments.   As both of the options are strictly at a

schematic level the scope of work outlined only provides a general indication of the work that would be required to

perform and ultimately complete the costruction.

Probable budget costing has been prepared to a class ‘C’ level which has a variable range of +/- 20%.  This variable

range is typical and within the acceptable range for costing for design options at a schematic level.  Further resolution

for any of the developed options would provide a more specific scope of work and therefore, in turn, a more accurate

representation of the required construction costs.  All budget costing presented is indicitve of construction costs at the

time of the report and would be subject to typical cost escalation.
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Ramp & Interior Lift System Option
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Main Floor - Ramp & Interior Lift System

Architectural

• Excavate and construct new cast concrete accessible ramp complete with painted steel guards and handrails.

• Remove existing South elevation window and portion of exterior wall construction to accommodate new exterior

hollow metal insulated door and frame. Door to be complete with auto door operator.

• Regrade surrounding area complete with sodding, landscaping and tie new ramp into existing City of Winnipeg

concrete sidewalk.  Modify existing metal fencing to suit.

• Provide new 750lbs capacity Garaventa Shaftway lift system complete with 39”x60” mid-size lift platform.

• Construct new GWB wall enclosure around new lift system.  Walls to only extend 42” above floor.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

Structural

• Construct cast-in-place concrete ramp, 8” reinforced concrete walls and 6” structural ramp slabs, supported  on

(13) 16” diameter cast-in-place concrete friction piles.

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at new door opening.

• Remove portion of  existing main floor construction as required and provide new concrete topping on steel deck

and channels floor construction for remaining opening around lift system and universal washroom.

Electrical

• Provide new fire alarm devices for lift system and accessible door and tie into existing system.

• Provide power to new lift system and auto door operator.

• Provide new emergency exit signage and lighting.

• Provide new exterior lighting along south elevation of building for new ramp.

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option
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Basement Floor - Ramp & Interior Lift System

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Architectural

• Remove existing windows along South wall of large program room and infill with similar materials to match adja-

cent wall surface.

• Enlarge existing door opening from previous metal stair to accommodate new fire rated lift system access door

complete with auto door operator.

• Construct new GWB wall enclosure around new lift system.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Provide intumescent fire rated coating on all new steel lintels within required fire rated wall construction.

Structural

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at enlarged door opening for lift.

• Remove portion of existing floor and provide new  floor construction to accommodate new recess for lift system pit

requirements.

Mechanical

• Relocate condensate return piping in lift system area.

• Relocate existing HRV intake and exhaust, modify ductwork and electric duct heater.  (This option is not required

if the new building AHU and ventilation system recommended requirement is provided.)

• Relocate existing through wall air conditioner.  (This option is not required if the new building AHU and ventilation

system recommended requirement is provided.)

Electrical

• Provide power to auto door operator at new lift door.

• Relocate power for existing HRV unit.
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Main Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Architectural

• Provide new cut stone landing at exterior main entry over existing. Provide colour contrasting abrasive strip on

nosing of new landing.

• Remove and replace all existing non-accessible door hardware with new universally compliant hardware.

• Remove and replace existing main entry doors complete with barrier free accessible and door release hardware.

Doors to be constructed to match existing.

• Remove and provide new dual set of wood handrails on both sides of interior two riser stair up to main floor area.

Remove and provide new dual set of painted steel handrails on both sides of exterior stair including raised painted

steel guardrail at top and intermediate landing areas.

• Remove and replace interior vestibule double doors and both doors accessing the basement stairs with fire rated

doors complete with fire rated glazing and door release hardware.

• Remove and provide new intermediate tread on two riser stair up to main floor level complete with anti-slip colour

contrasting nosing. Modify stair to remove extended nosing.

• Construct new universal washroom.  Remove existing wood millwork divider walls & shelving. Walls are to be full

height GWB complete with acoustic batt infill insulation. Provide anti slip-resistant flooring, fold-down full size

change table, accessible grab bars, millwork counter and acoustic ceiling tile.  Provide new wood door complete

with auto door operator.

• Remove existing north window and portion of existing wall construction. Construct new exterior steel exit stair

from main floor level down to new concrete slab at grade complete with painted steel guard and handrails.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Provide accessible signage as required.
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Main Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Structural

• Construct new steel exterior exit stair and support foundations.

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at new door openings.

• Provide new cut stone landing to suit existing.  New stone to be pinned onto existing and level with door sill.

Mechanical

• Provide new washroom fixtures and plumbing services for universal washroom.

• Provide exhaust fan for universal washroom.

• Remove existing and provide new steam cabinet unit heaters along west wall.

• Provide new steam wall fin radiation for universal washroom.

Electrical

• Lower all building switches, fire alarm pull stations and other devices.

• Upgrade all exit signage and emergency lighting.

• Provide new fire alarm devices for new exit door and tie into existing system.

• Provide power to auto door operator for universal washroom.

• Provide lighting and power for universal washroom.

• Wire and connect new universal washroom exhaust fan.
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Basement Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Architectural

• Remove and replace all existing non-accessible door hardware with new universally compliant hardware.

• Renovate existing washrooms to comply with barrier-free accessibility requirements.  Remove and enlarge exist-

ing door rough opening to accommodate new accessible door.  Doors to be complete with auto door operator.

• Remove and provide new dual set of wood handrails at all stair locations.

• Remove existing carpet on stairs and provide new anti-slip flooring complete with colour contrasting nosing.

Modify stairs to remove extended nosing.

• Construct new full height GWB walls to create new corridor to access new exit stair. Enlarge opening from main

corridor.

• Demolish existing exterior covered exit stair including doors.  Infill door opening and void remaing. Provide finish

grade asphalt. Patch and make good existing exterior wall.

• Construct new exit stair complete with interior steel stair, exterior door and exterior cast concrete stair up to

grade.  Provide opening within existing wall to accommodate new door and frame.  Provide rated doors complete

with door release hardware. Raise floor level within room to match remainder of floor area. Provide painted steel

handrails.

• Remove and provide new fire rated door into existing mechanical room.

• Construct new womens washroom complete with toilet stall partitions and vanity millwork. Raise floor level within

room to match remainder of floor area.  Provide opening within existing wall to accommodate new door and

frame.  Door to be complete with auto door operator.

• Raise floor level within large program space to match remainder of floor area. Modify door rough opening to

accommodate new doors. Remove and provide new floor and ceiling finishes.

• Fire stopping of all new and existing penetrations into new exit stairs and existing mechanical room.

• Provide accessible signage as required.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Provide intumescent fire rated coating on all new steel lintels within required fire rated wall construction.
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Basement Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Structural

• Construct new recessed cast-in-place concrete exterior exit stair and foundations.

• Construct new interior steel pan with concrete topping exit stairs supported with steel framing.

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at new openings.

• Construct new 5” reinforced concrete slab over compacted granular in-fill for all existing floor recesses.

Mechanical

• Provide new steam cabinet unit heater within new exit stair.

• Provide new washroom fixtures and plumbing services for new womens washroom.

• Provide exhaust fan and ductwork for new womens washrooms.

• Provide new steam cabinet unit heater within new womens washroom.

• Relocate existing low piping within new womens washroom.

• Provide new washroom fixtures and plumbing services for renovated existing washrooms.

• Provide exhaust fans and ductwork for renovated existing washrooms.

• Relocate and reinsulate low piping over existing exit stairs.

• Provide exterior drain and piping to weeping tile in floor of new recessed exterior exit stair.

Electrical

• Lower all building switches, fire alarm pull stations and other devices.

• Upgrade all exit signage and emergency lighting.

• Provide new fire alarm devices at new exit door and tie into existing system.

• Provide power to auto door operators for renovated existing washrooms.

• Provide lighting and power for new womens washroom.

• Provide power to auto door operator for new womens washroom.

• Provide lighting for new exit stair.
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Main Floor - Interior Function Layout

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Architectural

• Provide new accessible circulation counter / reference counter millwork.

• Construct new perimeter shelving at west lounge seating to match existing.

• Remove existing and provide new carpet flooring.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Patch existing floor construction due to relocated / new power services.

• Provide new book drop off at top of ramp.

Mechanical

• Insulate all accessible steam and condensate piping.

• Provide additional new steam cabinet unit heater at main entrance vestiuble.

Electrical

• Revise and provide new power for all relocated services / computers to accommodate new layout.
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Basement Floor - Interior Function Layout

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Architectural

• Construct full height GWB demising wall complete with acoustic batt infill insulation between staff room and new

meeting room.

• Remove existing and provide new carpet flooring.

• Remove existing window air conditioning unit from existing staff room and install new window to match existing.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Provide intumescent fire rated coating on all new steel lintels within required fire rated wall construction.

Structural

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at new door openings.

Mechanical

• Insulate all accessible steam and condensate piping.

• Provide stainless steel sink and fixtures within new staff room accessible millwork.

• Provide HRV, furnace, condensing unit, condensate pump and ductwork for new staff and meeting room as well

as new corridor. (This option is not required if the new building AHU and ventilation system recommended require-

ment is provided.)

Electrical

• Modify lighting and power within staff room, meeting room and new corridor to accommodate new layout.
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Ramp & Interior Lift

Architectural $180,250

Structural $63,000

Mechanical $21,000

Electrical $7,000

Life Safety & Accessibility

Architectural $246,750

Structural $47,000

Mechanical $32,800

Electrical $14,800

Functional Layout

Architectural $120,300

Structural $2,500

Mechanical $43,500

Electrical $6,000

   $271,250

$784,900

$78,490

$39,245

$902,635

$6,769

$909,404

Sub-Total

GC Mark-up @ 10%

Design Continuation @ 5%

Sub-Total

Bonding @ .75%

Probable Budget Costs
(+/- 20% not including disbursements,

additional recommendations)

(Prices are in December 2012 dollars)

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option

Costing
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Additional Recommended Requirements

3.12

Architectural / Structural

• The following surveys are recommended to be conducted to provide pertinent information to be used in the

resolution and formalization of the design option: Complete pre-renovation hazardous materials survey, geo-

technical survey and land survey.

Mechanical

• Provide ventilation for the entire building using a gas fired grade mounted air handling unit for compliance with

ASHRAE 62.1, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality.  The unit would also provide air conditiong to the

building and some heating.  The buildings existing heating system would still operate as the main heating source

and the existing air conditioning units would need to be removed.

As the existing building condition has been ‘grandfathered’ this option is only a recommendation at this point.

However, if the renovation to the existing building is deemed substantial enough by the authority having jurisdic-

tion they may at that point determine that the existing building systems are required to be brought fully up to the

current code.  This report has proceed under the assumption that this option will not be a requirement and is

therefore not reflecting within the previously identifed scope of work nor included within the probable budget

costing. The following is a list of items that would be included within the scope of work dedicated to the new

ventilation system for the existing building.

• Potential modifications to the proposed layout to accommodate new ductwork.

• GWB construction to conceal new ductwork.

• Fire dampers for all ductwork penetrating required fire rated separations.

• Structural concrete pad and foundations to support grade level AHU

• Exterior wall & floor penetrations for new ductwork.

• Electrical tie for controls to the new AHU

Close collaboration with Heritage Winnipeg will be required as the new ventilation system will have a tremendous

impact on the historical character of the building.  The budgeted cost for this ventilation upgrade would be $97,000.

This cost only represents the mechanical portion and does not reflect any ancillary costs associated with required

architectural, structural or electrical.  (This option has not been included within proposed budget costing.)

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option
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Main Floor - Elevator Additon

Architectural

• Construct new elevator addition complete with grade level glazed entry vestibule.  Provide power

door operator. Wall construction to be concrete block, air vapour barrier, rigid insulation and masonry veneer.

Roof construction to be mod-bit roofing membrane, rigid insulation, roof vapour retardent and metal decking.

• Provide new 3500 lbs, 3 stop, front and rear opening, holeless hydraulic elevator.

• Remove existing window and portion of wall construction to provide access to new main floor vestibule landing.

• Remove existing window and reinstall with light box construction behind at elevator hoistway location.

• Remove portion of existing south elevation exterior wall construction to provide clear opening from existing main

floor area into new grade level elevator vestibule.  Provide new glass guard rail.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Construct new concrete path from elevator entrance and tie into existing City of Winnipeg sidewalk.

Structural

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at new openings.

• Construct new concrete block elevator hoisway walls, reinforced concrete vestibule floor constructions and steel

framing for entry vestibule and roof.

Mechanical

• Remove existing main floor steam cabinet unit heaters from along south wall and relocate condensate drains to

suit.

• Provide new steam cabinet unit heater at elevator entrance vestiuble.

• Provide new steam wall fin radiation for main floor elevator vestibule.

Elevator Addition Option
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Main Floor - Elevator Additon

Electrical

• Upgrade existing service to a 120/208V, 3 phase system.

• Upgrade existing fire alarm control panel.

• Provide power and feeders for new elevator.

• Provide new fire alarm devices to accommodate new elevator and tie into existing system.

• Provide power to entrance vestibule auto door operator.

• Provide new emergency exit signage and lighting.

• Provide new exterior lighting along south elevation of new elevator addition.

• Provide lighting and power within entrance and main floor level vestibules.

Elevator Addition Option
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Basement Floor - Elevator Additon

Architectural

• Excavate surrounding grade to accommodate new elevator addition construction.  Regrade surrounding area

complete with sodding and landscaping.

• Remove existing south elevation window and portion of wall construction to accommodate tie in for basement

floor elevator vestibule. Construct fire rated GWB and glass walls around elevator vestibule. Provide fire rated

door com-plete with fire rated glazing.

• Remove existing south elevation window backing onto elevator hoistway and infill with similar materials to match

adjacent wall surface.

• Construct new fire rated GWB walls around elevator machine room.  Provide fire rated hollow metal door.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Provide intumescent fire rated coating on all new steel lintels within required fire rated wall construction.

Structural

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at new openings.

• Construct new 8” thick reinforced cast concrete elevator hoisway pit walls up from cast-in-place concrete piles

drilled to practical refusal up to the main floor construction.

Mechanical

• Provide new elevator machine room exhaust fan, thermostat, transfer air grille and fire damper.

• Relocate existing through wall air conditioning unit and HRV. (This option is not required if the new building AHU

and ventilation system recommended requirement is provided.)

• Provide new steam wall fin radiation for elevator vestibule.

• Provide sump pump and oil interceptor for elevator operation.

Elevator Addition Option
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Basement Floor - Elevator Additon

Electrical

• Provide lighting and power for new elevator machine room.

• Provide lighting and power for new elevator vestibule.

• Provide new electric wall radiation within elevator pit.

• Provide power for elevator machine room mechanical equipment.

Elevator Addition Option
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Main Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Elevator Addition Option

Architectural

• Provide new cut stone landing at exterior main entry over existing. Provide colour contrasting abrasive strip on

nosing of new landing.

• Remove and replace all existing non-accessible door hardware with new universally compliant hardware.

• Remove and replace existing main entry doors complete with barrier free accessible and door release hardware.

Doors to be constructed to match existing.

• Remove and provide new dual set of wood handrails on both sides of interior two riser stair up to main floor area.

Remove and provide new dual set of painted steel handrails on both sides of exterior stair including raised painted

steel guardrail at top and intermediate landing areas.

• Remove and replace interior vestibule double doors and both doors accessing the basement stairs with fire rated

doors complete with fire rated glazing and door release hardware.

• Remove and provide new intermediate tread on two riser stair up to main floor level complete with anti-slip colour

contrasting nosing. Modify stair to remove extended nosing.

• Construct new universal washroom within new elevator addition.  Provide anti slip-resistant flooring, fold-down full

size change table, accessible grab bars, millwork counter and acoustic ceiling tile.  Provide wood door complete

with auto door operator.

• Remove existing north window and portion of existing wall construction. Construct new exterior steel exit stair

from main floor level down to new concrete slab at grade complete with painted steel guard and handrails.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Provide accessible signage as required.

Structural

• Construct new steel exterior exit stair and support foundations.

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at new door openings.

• Provide new cut stone landing to suit existing.  New stone to be pinned onto existing and level with door sill.
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St.John’s Library
Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Main Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Elevator Addition Option

Mechanical

• Provide new washroom fixtures and plumbing services for universal washroom.

• Provide exhaust fan for universal washroom.

• Remove existing and provide new steam cabinet unit heaters along west wall.

• Provide new steam wall fin radiation for universal washroom.

Electrical

• Lower all building switches, fire alarm pull stations and other devices.

• Upgrade all exit signage and emergency lighting.

• Provide new fire alarm devices for new exit door and tie into existing system.

• Provide power to auto door operator for universal washroom.

• Provide lighting and power for universal washroom.

• Wire and connect new universal washroom exhaust fan.
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St.John’s Library
Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Basement Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Elevator Addition Option

Architectural

• Remove and replace all existing non-accessible door hardware with new universally compliant hardware.

• Renovate existing washrooms to comply with barrier-free accessibility requirements.  Remove and enlarge exist-

ing door rough opening to accommodate new accessible door.  Doors to be complete with auto door operator.

• Remove and provide new dual set of wood handrails at all stair locations.

• Remove existing carpet on stairs and provide new anti-slip flooring complete with colour contrasting nosing.

Modify stairs to remove extended nosing.

• Construct new full height GWB walls to create new corridor to access new exit stair. Enlarge opening from main

corridor.

• Demolish existing exterior covered exit stair including doors.  Infill door opening and void remaing. Provide finish

grade asphalt. Patch and make good existing exterior wall.

• Construct new exit stair complete with interior steel stair, exterior door and exterior cast concrete stair up to

grade.  Provide opening within existing wall to accommodate new door and frame.  Provide rated doors complete

with door release hardware. Raise floor level within room to match remainder of floor area. Provide painted steel

handrails.

• Remove and provide new fire rated door into existing mechanical room.

• Construct new womens washroom complete with toilet stall partitions and vanity millwork. Raise floor level within

room to match remainder of floor area.  Provide opening within existing wall to accommodate new door and

frame.  Door to be complete with auto door operator.

• Raise floor level within large program space to match remainder of floor area. Modify door rough opening to

accommodate new doors. Remove and provide new floor and ceiling finishes.

• Fire stopping of all new and existing penetrations into new exit stairs and existing mechanical room.

• Provide accessible signage as required.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Provide intumescent fire rated coating on all new steel lintels within required fire rated wall construction.
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St.John’s Library
Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Basement Floor - Life Safety & Accessibility

Elevator Addition Option

Structural

• Construct new recessed cast-in-place concrete exterior exit stair and piles foundations.

• Construct new interior steel exit stairs.

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at new openings.

• Construct new 5” reinforced concrete slab over compacted granular in-fill for all existing floor recesses.

Mechanical

• Provide new steam cabinet unit heater within new exit stair.

• Provide new washroom fixtures and plumbing services for new womens washroom.

• Provide exhaust fan and ductwork for new womens washrooms.

• Provide new steam cabinet unit heater within new womens washroom.

• Relocate existing low piping within new womens washroom.

• Provide new washroom fixtures and plumbing services for renovated existing washrooms.

• Provide exhaust fans and ductwork for renovated existing washrooms.

• Relocate and reinsulate low piping over existing exit stairs.

• Provide exterior drain and piping to weeping tile in floor of new recessed exterior exit stair.

Electrical

• Lower all building switches, fire alarm pull stations and other devices.

• Upgrade all exit signage and emergency lighting.

• Provide new fire alarm devices at new exit door and tie into existing system.

• Provide power to auto door operators for renovated existing washrooms.

• Provide lighting and power for new womens washroom.

• Provide power to auto door operator for new womens washroom.

• Provide lighting for new exit stair.
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St.John’s Library
Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Main Floor - Interior Function Layout

Elevator Addition Option

Architectural

• Provide new accessible circulation counter / reference counter millwork.

• Remove existing and provide new carpet flooring.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Patch existing floor construction due to relocated / new power services.

• Construct new perimeter shelving at new childrens area and north of main entry vestibule to match existing.

• Provide new book drop off at new elevator entrance

Mechanical

• Insulate all accessible steam and condensate piping.

• Provide additional new steam cabinet unit heater at main entrance vestiuble.

Electrical

• Revise and provide new power for all relocated services / computers to accommodate new layout.
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St.John’s Library
Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Basement Floor - Interior Function Layout

Elevator Addition Option

Architectural

• Construct full height GWB demising wall complete with acoustic batt infill insulation between staff room and new

meeting room.

• Remove existing and provide new carpet flooring.

• Remove existing window air conditioning unit from existing staff room and install new window to match existing.

Construct full height GWB walls complete with wood doors and glazed sidelights into new meeting and program

rooms adjacent to new elevator vestibule.

• Provide intumescent fire rated coating on all new steel lintels within required fire rated wall construction.

• Paint all new or existing walls affected by new construction.

• Construct storage room within remaining void under new main floor universal washroom.  Provide hollow metal

door and frame and VCT flooring.

Structural

• Provide 4”x4”x3/8” steel angle lintels at openings.

Mechanical

• Insulate all accessible steam and condensate piping.

• Provide stainless steel sink and fixtures within new staff room accessible millwork.

• Relocate existing HRV and provide new furnace, condensing unit, ductwork and condensate pump for new south

meeting and program rooms adjacent to new elevator vestibule.  This option will limit the occupancy within these

rooms to approximately 20 people.  (This option is not required if the new building AHU and ventilation system

recommended requirement is provided.)
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St.John’s Library
Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Basement Floor - Interior Function Layout

Elevator Addition Option

Mechanical continued

• Provide HRV, furnace, condensing unit, condensate pump and ductwork for new staff and meeting room as well

as new corridor. This option will limit the occupancy within this room to approximately 20 people. (This option is not

required if the new building AHU and ventilation system recommended requirement is provided.)

Electrical

• Modify lighting and power within staff room, meeting room and new corridor to accommodate new layout.

• Provide lighting and power for new basement storage within elevator addition

• Provide / modify power, data and lighting systems for new program and meeting rooms adjacent to new elevator

vestibule.
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St.John’s Library
Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Elevator Addition Option

Costing

3.25

Elevator Addition

Architectural $371,600

Structural $84,500

Mechanical $13,400

Electrical $55,500

Life Safety & Accessibility

Architectural $246,750

Structural $47,000

Mechanical $32,800

Electrical $14,800

Functional Layout

Architectural $120,300

Structural $2,500

Mechanical $60,500

Electrical $11,500

   $525,000

   $341,350

   $194,800

$1,061,150

$106,115

$53,057

$1,220,322

$9,152

$1,229,474

Sub-Total

GC Mark-up @ 10%

Design Continuation @ 5%

Sub-Total

Bonding @ .75%

Probable Budget Costs
(+/- 20% not including disbursements,

additional recommendations)

(Prices are in December 2012 dollars)



St.John’s Library
Scope of Work /

Probable Budget Costing

Additional Recommended Requirements

3.26

Architectural / Structural

• The following surveys are recommended to be conducted to provide pertinent information to be used in the

resolution and formalization of the design option: Complete pre-renovation hazardous materials survey, geo-

technical survey and land survey.

Mechanical

• Provide ventilation for the entire building using a gas fired grade mounted air handling unit for compliance with

ASHRAE 62.1, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality.  The unit would also provide air conditiong to the

building and some heating.  The buildings existing heating system would still operate as the main heating source

and the existing air conditioning units would need to be removed.

As the existing building condition has been ‘grandfathered’ this option is only a recommendation at this point.

However, if the renovation to the existing building is deemed substantial enough by the authority having jurisdic-

tion they may at that point determine that the existing building systems are required to be brought fully up to the

current code.  This report has proceed under the assumption that this option will not be a requirement and is

therefore not reflecting within the previously identifed scope of work nor included within the probable budget

costing. The following is a list of items that would be included within the scope of work dedicated to the new

ventilation system for the existing building.

• Potential modifications to the proposed layout to accommodate new ductwork.

• GWB construction to conceal new ductwork.

• Fire dampers for all ductwork penetrating required fire rated separations.

• Structural concrete pad and foundations to support grade level AHU

• Exterior wall & floor penetrations for new ductwork.

• Electrical tie for controls to the new AHU

Close collaboration with Heritage Winnipeg will be required as the new ventilation system will have a tremendous

impact on the historical character of the building.  The budgeted cost for this ventilation upgrade would be $97,000.

This cost only represents the mechanical portion and does not reflect any ancillary costs associated with required

architectural, structural or electrical.  (This option has not been included within proposed budget costing.)

Elevator Addition Option
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St.John’s Library
Summary &

Recommendations

Summary & RecommendationsSummary & Recommendations

Two options have been presented in this report as means for providing universal accessibility into the existing historical

St.John’s library.  An exterior ramp complete with interior lift system and a full functioning elevator addition.  Both options

have been shown to be plausible as well as feasible in over coming the obstacles presented and both would without a

doubt provide the level of universal access to all the floor levels within the existing library as required to meet the

accessibility needs of today.

However, when reviewing and assessing both options side by side each presents a different set of challenges and a

different set of opportunities.  These challenges and opportunities have been identified in the following point form

summary addressing elements such  as cost, construction complexity, construction schedule, useability, aesthetic im-

pacts, long term benefits and energy consumption, etc.

After careful review and assessment of both options, MCM Architects feels confident in our decision to recommend the

full elevator addition option.  Overall it is the elevator option that will provide not only an increased level of accessibility

but will have long term and functional benefits within the library and to all its users.
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St.John’s Library
Summary &

Recommendations

Summary & Recommendations

4.2

• Less expensive option.

• Shorter duration and simpler construction

schedule.

• Length of ramp to new accessible entrance is

72’-0”.  6’-0” total rise  from surrounding grade

• Main floor of library is always universally

accessible. Ramp never shuts down.

• Snow and ice removal during the winter months

will be required for the ramp surfaces.

• Lift system utilizes an existing floor

penetration, however, the universal washroom

is taking up valuable main floor area.

• Lift system occupies the existing space from

the previous metal staircase within the base-

ment leaving the existing spaces un-affected.

• Lift system has more restrictions and limited

space  in regards to load capacity and size of

platform / cab.

• Does not alter or affect the existing buildings

elevations to as great an extent as the pro-

posed elevator addition does.

• Lift system uses considerably less energy than

the elevator option to run without any additional

interior spacesto heat and cool.

• Elderly and less mobile individuals could still

experience difficulty when using the ramp due

to its length and rise.

Ramp & Interior Lift System Option Elevator Addition Option

• More expensive option.

• Longer and more intensive construction

schedule.

• Accessible entrance into elevator is at grade

level.

• If elevator service is down, library will not

be universally accessible.

• Only the path to the elevator entrance will

require snow and ice removal.

• Elevator and universal washroom are located

externally leaving existing main floor area rela-

tively unaffected.

• Elevator vestibule to connect new addition to

existing floor area sub-divides a large program

space into two smaller rooms.

• Elevator offers more to the library in regards to

servicing the needs of the library from one floor

level to the other.

• Greater opportunity to play a dramatic and

exciting role in the exterior aesthetics of the

existing library.

• Greater amount of energy required to run the

elevator as well as to heat and cool the new

interior spaces.

• Easier for people of all ages and abilities to

use.



St.John’s Library
Summary &

Recommendations

Additional Recommendations

During the course of our many site visits and analysis of the existing building condition we would like to offer the

following additional recommendations which should at some point be addressed in further detail.

• Areas of interior ceiling shows signs of possible mositure infiltration.  Paint is peeling and areas appear to have

been patched previously.  Conduct a thorough review of the existing roofing system and attic condition to deter-

mine if additional evidence of moisture concerns exist.

• Existing windows are old and are showing their age.  Replacement of the existing windows and proper sealing of

new windows into the existing wall construction to ensure a tight weather proof seal is recommended.

• Existing interior lighting on the main floor is of the older version and could be up-graded to a higher efficient

fixture.
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St.John’s Library
Appendix

Garaventa Lift System
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St.John’s Library
Appendix

5.2

Otis Elevator System

Appendix
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